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KEY METRICS

PAIRS SPOT PRICE 24 HR CHANGE LOW HIGH FUNDING RATES

BTC/USD $19,023 -0.96% $18,770 $19,315 -0.0003% 

ETH/USD $1,281 -1.29% $1,264 $ 1,307 0.0073%

XAU/USD $1,642.20 0.80% $1,617.10 $1,643.30  

USD/CAD $1.3722 -0.29% $1.3718 $1.3855  

EUR/CAD $1.3442 -0.20% $1.3431 $1.3518  

UPCOMING DATES

PAIRS 24 HR CHANGE HIGH

WISDOMTREE / BITCOIN TRUST WISDOMTREE OCTOBER 10, 2022

BITCOIN

A snapshot of Bitcoin's spot price as
of this writing is $19,023
representing a 0.96% decrease the
last 24 hours and 30.66% increase in
trading volume. The funding rate of
BTC is -0.0003%.

ETHEREUM

ETH is trading at $1,281 as of this
writing, representing a 24-Hour
decrease of 1.29% and a funding
rate of 0.0073%. Over the last 24
Hours, the trading volume
increased by 24.79%. As of today,
ETH holds 18.3% of the
cryptocurrency market, making
it the second-largest coin traded.
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1- CFTC says 20% of its actions for the 2022 fiscal
year were crypto-related

As the United States Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) strives to become the main
regulator for the cryptocurrency market instead of
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), it
has significantly increased its enforcement in the
industry. Specifically, the CFTC’s Division of
Enforcement (DOE) has filed 18 actions involving
conduct related to cryptocurrencies, out of a total
of 82 enforcement actions brought in the fiscal
year 2022, according to the CFTC press release
published today. In other words, over 20% of the
CFTC’s actions during this fiscal year were related
to digital assets, and the agency “continued to
devote significant resources to litigating complex
cases and achieved several litigation successes.”

2 -  Interpol to offer metaverse police training in
virtual bureau, launch expert taskforce

Interpol said it will offer training in its own online
world for policing the metaverse. The Interpol
metaverse will allow registered users to tour a
virtual copy of the Interpol General Secretariat
headquarters in Lyon, France, it said in a news
release. Users will be able to interact with other
officers via their avatars and take immersive
training courses in forensic investigation and
other policing capabilities. It has formed an expert
metaverse group to "represent the concerns of
law enforcement on the global stage — ensuring
this new virtual world is secure by design."

3 - Luxury Automobile Giant Lamborghini Unveils
Limited Edition NFTs

Lamborghini is joining forces with Web3 Pro Inc., a
California-based Web3 onramp for enterprises and
INVNT.ATOM, to roll out the third wave of its “Epic
Road Trip” limited edition NFTs “World Tour”
campaign kickstarted last August. As part of the
NFT campaign, the team will release four unique
World Tour-themed NFTs only available for a
limited time. Since the Bitcoin (BTC) bull run of
2017, the Lamborghini brand has established itself
as a status symbol of crypto millionaires. October
represents the third month of Lamborghini’s 8-
month-long NFT campaign and the 59-year-old
luxury automobile giant has revealed that the NFTs
will be released from the 24th to 27th at exactly 4
PM CET. The company explained:

4 - Hong Kong promises its cryptocurrency
stance is separate from mainland China’s,
considers direct retail participation

Hong Kong is moving to reassure businesses that
the city’s official stance on cryptocurrencies is
separate from that of mainland China, and it is now
considering letting exchanges and other
intermediaries sell directly to retail investors as it
seeks to bring back fintech businesses. The “one
country, two systems” principle “forms the basic
foundation to Hong Kong’s financial markets”, and
the fact that the city can introduce its own bill to
regulate cryptocurrencies “shows just how
separate Hong Kong is from the mainland,”
Elizabeth Wong, director of licensing and head of
the fintech unit of the Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC), said during a panel discussion
held by InvestHK on Monday.

(1) https://finbold.com/cftc-says-20-of-its-actions-for-the-2022-fiscal-year-were-crypto-
related/
(2) https://www.theblock.co/post/178859/interpol-to-offer-metaverse-police-training-in-
virtual-bureau-launch-expert-taskforce?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss
(3) https://crypto.news/luxury-automobile-giant-lamborghini-unveils-limited-edition-nfts/
(4) https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3196234/hong-kong-promises-its-
cryptocurrency-stance-separate-mainland-chinas

https://finbold.com/cftc-says-20-of-its-actions-for-the-2022-fiscal-year-were-crypto-related/
https://www.theblock.co/post/178859/interpol-to-offer-metaverse-police-training-in-virtual-bureau-launch-expert-taskforce?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss
https://crypto.news/luxury-automobile-giant-lamborghini-unveils-limited-edition-nfts/
https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3196234/hong-kong-promises-its-cryptocurrency-stance-separate-mainland-chinas


The market has seen quite a few interesting events this week, finally increasing the market volatility. 

Indeed, UK prime minister Liz Truss' resignation after 44 days in Downing Street is exacerbating a "loss of
confidence" in the Bank of England, a prominent bitcoin advocate has claimed.

Prior to this morning’s volatile event, the cryptocurrency market was muted throughout the week, with
Bitcoin falling 1.8% in value over the past seven days. The second biggest cryptocurrency by market
capitalisation, Ether was trading at $1,284, down 0.1% in the week.

Additionally, inflow into the crypto-ecosystem decreased to see the market cap shrink 0.1% in 24 hours to
$948bn, while Tesla's Bitcoin holdings remain unchanged from the second quarter of 2022, according to
documents released by the electric car manufacturer ahead of its third-quarter investor relations call.

So, what is happening in the broader market, and why did the market volatility suddenly picked up?

First, stocks turned higher, with volatility showing no signs of abating with today’s $2 trillion options
expiration. 

Second, the Japan’s benchmark yield climbed above the central bank’s policy ceiling and monetary
authorities announced unscheduled bond purchases to rein it back in. The yield on the 10-year note briefly
rose 0.5 basis points to 0.255% Thursday as the Bank of Japan held the first unscheduled bond buying
operation this month. Global yields have continued to march higher as traders increase their expectations
for peak Federal Reserve policy rates.

This ties up the hands of the BOJ officials. The more bond purchase they do, the more the Japanese Yen
loses value, and since the beginning of the year, the Yen lost over 34% of its value against the US Dollar. 

Finally, Nick Timiraos, from The Wall Street Journal, released an article saying that The Fed is barreling
towards a fourth straight 75-basis-point rate rise at the November FOMC meeting. That meeting could serve
as a critical staging ground for future plans, including whether and how to step down to 50 basis points in
December. This headline article supported the broader market ahead of the equity open, as it reduced the
expectations of a 100 bps hike.
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This research is for informational use only. This is not investment advice. Other than
disclosures relating to Secure Digital Markets this research is based on current public
information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete,
and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates, and forecasts
contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior
notification. We seek to update our research as appropriate. 

Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied
upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. The price of crypto assets may rise or
fall because of changes in the broad market or changes in a company's financial condition,
sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.
Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or
income derived from, certain investments. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and
employees, excluding equity and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short
positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell, the securities or derivatives, if any, referred
to in this research. 

The information on which the analysis is based has been obtained from sources believed to
be reliable such as, for example, the company’s financial statements filed with a regulator,
company website, company white paper, pitchbook and any other sources. While Secure
Digital Markets has obtained data, statistics, and information from sources it believes to be
reliable, it does not perform an audit or seek independent verification of any of the data,
statistics, and information it receives. 

Unless otherwise provided in a separate agreement, Secure Digital Markets does not
represent that the report contents meet all of the presentation and/or disclosure standards
applicable in the jurisdiction the recipient is located. Secure Digital Markets and their
officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any trading decisions,
damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses, or
opinions within the report. 

Crypto and/or digital currencies involve substantial risk, are speculative in nature and may
not perform as expected. Many digital currency platforms are not subject to regulatory
supervision, unlike regulated exchanges. Some platforms may commingle customer assets
in shared accounts and provide inadequate custody, which may affect whether or how
investors can withdraw their currency and/or subject them to money laundering. Digital
currencies may be vulnerable to hacks and cyber fraud as well as significant volatility and
price swings. 
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